The performance of a cathode-supported solid oxide fuel cell ͑SOFC͒ is known to be limited by the cathode and its interface with the electrolyte. It was concluded from an earlier study 1 that over 60% of the total voltage losses of a typical tubular cathodesupported SOFC had association with the cathode at 900°C and that cathode dominance became even greater at lower temperatures. The origins of high cathode polarizations have also been determined to closely relate to the manufacturing process, e.g., high processing temperature needed for achieving gastightness in layers of the electrolyte and the interconnect. The use of high temperature promotes chemical formations of insulating phases such as La 2 Zr 2 O 7 and SrZrO 3 at the interface of the electrolyte and the cathode and causes porosity reduction in the substrate, both of which would lead to an increase in cathode polarizations and lowered overall cell performance. In contrast, the NiO-electrolyte composite anode is chemically more compatible with the electrolyte; cosintering of the two at elevated temperatures produces no noticeable chemical reaction. The porosity in the anode is created in situ during operation by the reduction of NiO to Ni and therefore independent of the electrolyte sintering process. More importantly, these unique advantages have ensured to yield excellent performance for anode-supported SOFCs. It also becomes the reason why less and less research efforts have been spent on cathode-supported SOFC development in recent years.
The rise of anode-supported SOFCs, however, does not implicate the end of cathode-supported SOFCs. The cathode-supported SOFCs have demonstrated the longest lifetime among all types of SOFCs ͑35,000 h at generator level and 50,000 h at single cell level͒. The merits of cathode-supported SOFCs are best manifested by the geometry of the cathode substrate and its role in the stack design. The tubular geometry of a cathode with one closed end, e.g., Siemens/Westinghouse's, not only avoids the challenging gas seals requirement but also allows for the cell-to-cell connections in reducing atmospheres where inexpensive metals such as Ni can be readily used. The result is the excellent reliability of stack performance. Other types of geometry-substrate variations would have to deal with gas seals ͑planar anode and planar cathode͒, chemical reactions ͑planar cathode͒, and cell-to-cell connections ͑tubular anode͒. Today, high performance but with poor reliability planar anodesupported SOFCs with a metal interconnect stand out to compete with low performance but with good reliability tubular cathodesupported ones for commercialization.
Because the commercialization of the SOFC technology relies upon the coordination of two key elements, cost and reliability, the cathode-supported SOFC maintains its important and solid position in the course of SOFC development. In addition to years' dedicated efforts by Westinghouse and Siemens to develop a product from the tubular cathode-supported SOFC technology, some fundamental research activities in this area can also be found in the literature among the systems of LaMnO 3 -based/doped ZrO 2 2-4 and LaFe͑Co͒O 3 -based/doped CeO 2 . 5, 6 In most of these studies, the total cathode polarization was often considered as a sum of irrelevant concentration and activation contributions. A more comprehensive understanding and characterization on the cathode polarizations is still lacking but deemed critical in improving the overall performance of cathode-supported SOFCs.
In this paper, we present through a series of mathematical treatments more general polarization equations depicting coupled charge-transfer and gas-diffusion processes for the cathode of a cathode-supported SOFC. Experimental data such as currentdependent area specific resistances ͑ASRs͒ and overpotentials of concentration, activation, and total polarizations obtained from electrochemical impedance spectroscopy ͑EIS͒ are particularly utilized to verify the proposed model.
Cathode Polarization Model
Cathode polarizations of a cathode-supported SOFC, like other types of SOFCs, originate from two general sources: ordinary oxygen molecular diffusion through the porous substrate and subsequent charge transfer to reduce oxygen molecules into oxide ions at the interface of the cathode and the electrolyte.
The former diffusion process is typically governed by Fick's laws of diffusion and leads to a voltage loss known as the "concentration polarization." The latter electrode process is generally described by the Butler-Volmer equation and results in the "activation polarization." A simple model depicting the distributions of partial pressure of oxygen ͑ P O 2 ͒ across the cathode as well as other functional layers is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . Two "virtual" layers representing gas diffusion and charge transfer for both the cathode and the anode are particularly shown. Under the opencircuit condition, the P O 2 ͑in dotted lines͒ at the two electrode/ electrolyte interfaces virtually remains the same as those in the corresponding bulk gas streams. No P O 2 gradients are present across the cathode and anode layers. However, upon applying an electrical current, P O 2 ͑c͒ and P O 2 ͑d͒ at the cathode are lowered, whereas P O 2 ͑k͒ and P O 2 ͑m͒ at the anode are elevated, all as a result of the polarization losses. The higher the current applied, the smaller the P O 2 gradient across the electrolyte. Because the main interest of this study is in the cathode polarizations, in what follows only cathoderelated electrochemical properties are discussed. One of such properties is the partial pressure of oxygen ͓ P O 2 ͑c͔͒ between the two successive cathode polarization layers controlled by the leading O 2 diffusion process. Similarly, P O 2 ͑d͒ at the electrolyte interface is influenced by the cumulative concentration and activation polarizations. If the activation polarization is described by the ButlerVolmer equation, where the exchange current density i o is P O 2 -dependent, the dependence of i o on P O 2 ͑c͒ should be considered in the equation. Therefore, P O 2 ͑c͒ can serve as a linking parameter to bridge the concentration and activation polarizations in the evaluation of the cathode performance.
Concentration polarization.-The O 2 -diffusion induced concentration polarization of a cylindrical tubular porous cathode substrate has been previously studied. 7, 8 A geometry-independent, general form of P O 2 ͑c͒ shown in Fig. 1 as a result of the concentration polarization is given by
where P t is the total system pressure; x = P O 2 ͑b͒/P t is the molar fraction of O 2 in air ͑0.209͒; P O 2 ͑b͒ is the partial pressure of oxygen in bulk air, 0.209 atm at P t = 1 atm; and i and i L are the current density and limiting current density, respectively. The limiting current density ͑i L ͒, at which P O 2 ͑c͒ becomes zero, is instead a geometry-dependent quantity. For a porous cylindrical tubular cathode, 7 it has the form of
where r 2 . 9 To be more accurate, the higher dependence closer to T 1.65 should also be considered to account for the collision integral ⍀. Equation 2Ј is used in this study to represent the effective oxygen diffusivity with the ratio of / as a microstructural factor.
More comprehensive models with higher fidelity representations of porous-media transport can be found in Ref. 10-14 ͑just to name a few͒. In practice, Eq. 2 and 2Ј are often applied to either estimate i L from known microstructural factors ͑e.g., m = /͒ or to estimate microstructural factors ͑e.g., ͒ from a measured i L , often with an assumption of = 1/ if is unknown. In this study, we exercised using this assumption to estimate the porosity of the cathode from a measured i L . The estimated porosity is listed in Table III .
For a one-dimensional planar geometry, i L can be further simplified into
where t is the wall thickness through which the O 2 diffusion takes place. The concentration polarization ͑ conc ͒ of a solution-based electrochemical system is generally expressed by
where y and ϱ are the electrical conductivities of active species in position y to the surface of the electrode and in the electrolyte bulk, respectively; s k is the stoichiometric coefficient of species k in the electrode reaction; c ko and c kϱ are the concentrations of species k at the electrode surface and the electrolyte bulk, respectively; and z j and D j are the charge number and diffusivity of species j, respectively. The first term relates to the ohmic loss due to the conductivity change by diffusion, and the last term refers to the "diffusion potential" caused by the concentration gradient. Applying Eq. 4 to the solid porous cathode through which molecular oxygen diffusion occurs, the first and last terms become zero. Therefore, substitutions of n = 2, s k = −1/2, k = O 2 , c ϰ P, and Eq. 1 into Eq. 4 yields the Nernst equation
where the electrode reaction is considered as: 1/2 O 2 + 2e − = O 2− . This leads to the concentration polarization related ASR ͑R conc ͒ by differentiating conc with regard to i at a fixed temperature T
͓5͔
Clearly, both conc and R conc follow an exponential dependence on i. The higher the i L , the lower the polarization. A thinner wall and higher temperature help reduce R conc and conc in the range of operating current densities. Both Eq. 4Ј and 5 can serve as the analytical models for solving i L from either a measured conc -i or R conc -i data set. In this study, Eq. 5 is more preferable than Eq. 4Ј simply because R conc is a directly measured quantity, whereas conc is a secondary computed value through integrating the R conc -i data set. Under one extreme condition, e.g., i = 0 ͑open circuit͒, the measured R conc can lead to the knowledge of i L directly from Eq. 5. In the following, i L is primarily determined from the nonlinear leastsquare fitting of the R conc -i data set with Eq. 5. The simpler opencircuit approach was not attempted in this study.
Activation polarization.-In classical activation polarization models of the cathode in an SOFC, two elementary steps are generally considered: ͑i͒ O 2 surface adsorption/dissociation that converts O 2 into reactive oxygen species and ͑ii͒ charge transfer that converts the reactive oxygen species into oxide ions. In some cases, the surface diffusion of the adsorbed oxygen species should also be considered as one elementary step. Depending on the choice of cathode materials, either or both of them can be rate-limiting. It is generally accepted for LaMnO 3 -based cathode materials ͑the same material used in this study͒, however, that the charge transfer is a slower process than the surface exchange, hence making it the rate-limiting step of the overall cathode kinetics. Furthermore, the rate-limiting charge-transfer step is often associated with single-electron electrode reactions such as 16, 17 O ad ͑s͒ + eЈ→
where O ad ͑s͒ is the adsorbed reactive oxygen species; O ad Ј ͑s͒ and eЈ represent the negatively charged adsorbed oxygen species and free electrons, respectively; and k f is the rate constant of the forward charge-transfer reaction ͑Eq. 6͒. To use the simplified two-term Butler-Volmer equation to describe the overpotential of the activation polarization, the charge-transfer coefficients of both the anodic and cathodic reactions are assumed to be equal, 18 though it is not necessarily the most accurate
2 ͒ is the effective exchange current density of the charge-transfer process and in most cases is P O 2 -dependent. Zhu et al. 20 derived the following i o -P O 2 relationship by the basic electrode kinetics theory with equilibrium O 2 adsorption/dissociation
͓8͔
where i o ‫ء‬ ͑A/cm 2 ͒ is the intrinsic exchange current density depending on the linear density of the triple-phase boundary and rate constant k f of the cathodic reaction ͑Eq. 6͒ and P O 2 * is a materialdependent constant. Compared to Fig. 1 
In the discussions to follow, Eq. 10 and 10Ј are used as the model to independently verify the three parameters ͑i L , i o ‫ء‬ , and x ‫ء‬ ͒ obtained from Eq. 5 and 9 by directly comparing the measured and calculated tot values. The adequacy of the model can be judged by whether an agreement can be reached or not.
In a short summary, the attainment of the three critical electrochemical parameters involves three successive steps: ͑i͒ using Eq. 5 as the model to solve single constant i L from the R conc -i data set; ͑ii͒ using Eq. 9 as the model along with the predetermined i L to solve the dual constants i o ‫ء‬ and x ‫ء‬ ; and ͑iii͒ using Eq. 10 with all three constants to calculate tot and then compare with the measured values.
Experimental
Preparation of testing cells.-The cells used in this study were 11 mm long cutoff segments from a 1.5 m long cylindrical tubular SOFC. The effective surface area of each cell segment is ϳ5.0 cm 2 . A testable SOFC consisted of a cell segment and two MgO/Al 2 O 3 spinel collar plates; both of them were prepolished at the ends. The smooth surfaces were necessary to provide platforms for the major gas seals between the mating interfaces. Another thin layer of glass was then employed around the joint to ensure a secondary sealing. A finished unit cell is illustrated in Fig. 2a . The test-cell housing was made of pure alumina and designed with appropriate channels to allow air and fuels to flow separately into the cathode and anode chambers, respectively. Figure 2b shows the cross-sectional schematic view of the overall test-cell configuration. Platinum mesh and leads were used to collect the electrical currents in the reducing atmosphere through the anode and cathode/ interconnect.
EIS characterization.-EIS is a choice of methodology for measuring the resistance contributions in different functional layers. In this study, a Zahner IM6 electrochemical workstation was employed to perform the measurements. Its frequency ranges from 10 Hz to 8 MHz with a capability of maintaining up to 3 A of dc bias to the cell. The latter feature is crucial to the present study because it would allow the current density to reach 0.6 A/cm 2 for the currentdependent electrode resistance studies.
A typical measurement sequence can be described as follows. The constructed test-cell assembly is first heated up in a furnace to a desirable temperature with a flowing air and a H 2 -H 2 O fuel mixture ͑in 1:1 ratio͒ exposed to the cathode and anode chambers, respectively. Both air and fuel flows are set to 500 mL/min. After initial stabilization at the measuring temperature, a desirable current is then gradually applied to the cell. The current convention mimics the current flow in a practical SOFC. To assist in separating concentration and activation polarizations, a method known as "He-O 2 shift" is also employed. The basic principle of the method is described in the next section. With the known R conc and the total cathode ASR ͑R tot ͒ being readily obtained from the spectrum, the activation polarization ASR ͑R act ͒ can then be taken as R tot -R conc . After the completion of these characterizations, the cell temperature was then changed and the same measurements were repeated. The maximum ranges of temperature and current density varied from 850 to 1000°C and 0 to 0.6 A/cm 2 , respectively. Obviously, the instrumentation was more capable of providing a higher current density at higher temperatures due to a lowered overall cell resistance. For repeatability check, each run was conducted on two identical cells in one furnace. The final ASRs were the average values produced from the two cells in each run.
The polarization overpotentials were obtained from numerically integrating the measured ASRs with respect to i because the exact analytical expressions between them were unknown and usually complex. Specifically, the "trapezoid rule" was applied to perform the numerical integrations.
Helium-oxygen shift.-The method of helium-oxygen ͑He-O 2 ͒ shift is aimed at determining the concentration polarization resistance of a cathode. The principle of this method is based on the fact that the O 2 diffusivity in the He-O 2 mixture is roughly 4 times higher than that in the N 2 -O 2 ͑air͒ mixture. Therefore, switching air to a mixture of He-O 2 gas at the cathode should reduce the concentration polarization resistance markedly as a result of an enhanced O 2 diffusivity. The selection of 20% O 2 for the He-O 2 mixture was to minimize the effect of P O 2 on activation polarization. Furthermore, the P O 2 effect on the electrical conductivity of the cathode and ceramic interconnect, both of which are p-type conductors and contribute to the ohmic resistance, could also be avoided. Therefore, the change induced by switching from air to He-20% O 2 reflected largely the change in the concentration polarization of the cathode.
Applying Eq. 5 to air, a mixture of roughly 20% O 2 and 80% N 2 , the concentration ASR ͓R conc ͑air͔͒ can be written as
where i L,air is the limiting current density of cathode in air. A similar equation can also be written for the He-20% O 2 mixture
͓13͔
where i L,O2He is the limiting current density of the cathode in He-20% O 2 . The difference ⌬R conc between R conc ͑air͒ and R conc ͑O 2 He͒, which is experimentally measurable, is obviously given by
The significance of Eq. 14 is that the microstructural factor ͑m = /͒ can be first determined by the measurable ⌬R conc at a given i with known theoretical oxygen diffusivities for air and He-20% O 2 ͑see Table I͒ . The attainment of m can then be utilized to calculate the absolute R conc ͑air͒ using Eq. 11 with assumed constant m. tate the simultaneous attainments of m and R conc ͑air͒ from a measured ⌬R conc . In this study, all R conc values were obtained by the above-described He-O 2 shift method.
Equivalent circuit.-The collected impedance spectra were analyzed with ZView ͑version 2.8, Scribner Associates͒ with its built-in equivalent circuits. Figure 3 shows the equivalent electrical circuit used in this study. The element DX2 ͑DX11-Bisquert #2͒ was selected from the library of ZView equivalent circuits to simulate the cathode polarization process because the two-phase composite network present in the cathode can be better represented by a chainconductor model. For the anode polarization, only one chargetransfer process, namely activation polarization, was represented by one R-CPE parallel circuit because the concentration polarization of the anode is negligible for the cathode-supported SOFC. CPE ͑con-stant phase element͒ is a general form of impedance that covers from pure resistors to pure capacitors. All ohmic contributions from the different functional layers were lumped into R ohm . To account for the inductance effect caused by the measuring wires, an inductor was also included in the circuit model.
Results and Discussion
Identification of cathode polarization process.-The first step to determine the cathode ASRs from an impedance spectrum measured from an SOFC is to identify which semicircle ͑or arc͒ corresponds to the cathode kinetics. A representative impedance spectrum of an operating cathode-supported SOFC is shown in Fig. 4 . It features two distinct semicircles ͑or arcs͒ spreading across the frequency domain on a complex plane with the smaller one at higher frequency and the large one at lower frequency. To determine which one is cathode-related, the aforementioned He-O 2 shift method was employed. It is evident from Fig. 4 that a marked reduction in ASR only occurs at the low frequency semicircle after the oxidant is switched from air to the He-20% O 2 mixture while the fuel composition is kept the same. The implications of such an ASR reduction are threefold. First, it identifies that the low frequency semicircle is indeed associated with the cathode kinetics. The high frequency semicircle has been previously identified to be related to the anode kinetics in a Siemens' internal study, 22 in which the only semicircle that responded to the anode gas change was the first high frequency one. Second, the degree to which the ASR is shrunk by switching oxidants with the same concentration of O 2 mainly reflects the change in R conc with a marginal influence on R act . Third, it allows for a quantitative determination of R conc from Eq. 14, and R act can be further determined as R tot -R conc . The rationality of the above identification is also understandable in that the insignificant anode polarization of a cathode-supported SOFC signals a higher exchange current density and a negligible H 2 diffusion-related concentration polarization ͑very thin anode layer and higher H 2 diffusivity͒ for the fuel oxidation and therefore should appear at a high frequency range. In contrast, the slower cathode kinetics with smaller exchange current density and larger O 2 diffusion related concentration polarization ͑very thick cathode layer and relatively lower O 2 diffusivity͒ should mainly occupy the low frequency domain of the spectrum. It is further estimated from the peak frequencies shown in Fig.  4 that the time constant for the anode kinetics is ϳ19 s, whereas the time constants for the cathode kinetics are 155 ms with air and 40 ms with He-20% O 2 , respectively. The magnitudes of the time constants for the anode and cathode semicircles place the anode and cathode kinetics in the charge-transfer and gas-diffusion regimes, respectively. The following results evidently support this assertion.
Cathode ASRs vs current density.-With the separation of the cathode-related ASRs, Fig. 5 plots the individual ASR of ͑a͒ total, ͑b͒ concentration, and ͑c͒ activation polarizations as a function of current density at four temperatures. At first glance, one can easily capture the similarity in the R tot -i and R conc -i curves, e.g., a slow increase at low current density followed by a pronounced increase at high current density ͑lack of high current density data points for 900 and 850°C prevents showing the sharp increase͒. Different from the R tot -i and R conc -i curves, the R act in Fig. 5c displays its own dependence on i at different temperatures, e.g., flat at 1000°C, slight increase at 950 and 900°C, and slight decrease at 850°C. The opposite trending between R act -i and R conc -i at 850°C seems to cancel out to yield a flat R tot -i curve in the current density range plotted.
The similarity between R tot -i and R conc -i curves at 950 and 1000°C is an indication of the domination of cathode polarization by R conc . This is also supported by the fact that the magnitude of R conc is markedly greater than R act , and the degree to which R conc varies with i is appreciably larger at these two higher temperatures. The R conc dominance with temperature is primarily ascribed to the difference in the activation energies of the charge-transfer and gasdiffusion processes, i.e., the charge-transfer process is more temperature-sensitive ͑or higher activation energy͒ than the gasdiffusion ͑projected i L ϰ T 0.5 ͒. At the lower temperature ͑850°C͒, the overall cathode polarization is dominated by R act as is evidenced not only by the high R act values shown in Fig. 5c but also by the decrease in R act with i. The latter is a characteristic of the ButlerVolmer equation ͑Eq. 7͒ as the slope of ‫ץ͑‬ act /‫ץ‬i͒ decreases with increasing i.
The importance of Fig. 5b is that it provides a theoretical foundation for using experimental data to solve i L . The lines shown in the figure represent the nonlinear least-square fittings of the measured values using DataFit software ͑version 9.0, Oakdale Engineering͒. The fittings are generally good, except for one data point at i = 0.50 A/cm 2 and 950°C. The obtained i L at different temperatures are listed in the second column of Table III ; it is used as the fixed value for subsequent simulations. Along with i L values, the corresponding effective oxygen diffusivities and substrate porosity calculated by assuming = 1/ are also listed in Table III . The porosity remains reasonably constant with temperature as it should be. To further support the obtained porosity values, Fig. 6 shows the microstructure of a Siemens/Westinghouse cathode substrate before electrolyte densification. The average porosity is estimated to be ϳ33%. A following densification of the electrolyte at 1345°C further reduces the porosity to below 30%, which agrees well with the values in Table III . To verify the dependence of i L on temperature as suggested by Eq. 2, the obtained i L is plotted against T 0.5 and shown in Fig. 7 . A stronger dependence than that predicted as i L ϰ T 0.5 in Eq. 2 is probably an indication of the effect of He-20% O 2 on R act as well as a coupled relationship between R act and R conc .
Activation polarization vs current density.-The overpotentials of activation polarization ͑ act ͒, numerically integrated from R act , are plotted in Fig. 8 as a function of i for four temperatures. Along with the data points are solid lines representing nonlinear leastsquare fitting using Eq. 9 as the model and the predetermined i L as a fixed value. The model appears to predict an upward bending at i Ͼ 0.50 A/cm 2 for 950 and 1000°C where i Ͼ 0.50 A/cm 2 data points are available. Also plotted in dotted lines are the simulations using Eq. 7 as the model, in which i o is considered to be independent of P O 2 . The difference begins to be noticeable at higher i, e.g., Ͼ0.50 A/cm 2 . This trend appears to suggest a more pronounced P O 2 dependence of i o at higher current densities. The outcomes of solving nonlinear Eq. 9 are the two best fit parameters i o ‫ء‬ and x ‫ء‬ . They are listed in the fifth and sixth columns of Table III Fig. 9 reveals an almost identical activation energy of E a = 1.197 eV between the two, suggesting that P O 2 ͑c͒/P O 2 * is rela- Figure 5 . Cathode-related ASRs of polarization as a function of current density at four different temperatures: ͑a͒ Total, ͑b͒ concentration ͓lines representing fittings with Eq. 5͔, and ͑c͒ activation. tively constant. The underlying reason is unclear at this point and will be investigated in a future study. The high E a suggests that the charge transfer is indeed a strongly temperature-sensitive process as pointed out earlier.
Total polarization vs current density.-To verify the model, the numerically integrated total polarizations tot as a function of i at four temperatures are shown in Fig. 10 . R tot , from which tot is derived, is determined with the highest accuracy as a result of direct reading from the spectrum. The solid and dotted lines represent the simulations using Eq. 10 and 10Ј as the models, respectively, and the corresponding parameters listed in Table III . It is evident that the use of Eq. 10 produces the best fit to the measured data points, whereas the use of simplified Eq. 10Ј yields deviations at higher current densities. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that the proposed coupled polarization model is a more general representation over a broader range of current density. It also becomes much clearer in Fig. 10 than in Fig. 8 that the effect of P O 2 on i o begins to play a significant role at higher current densities.
Conclusions
The total cathode polarization of a cathode-supported SOFC has been considered in this study as a result of two interrelated contributions: concentration polarization of O 2 diffusion and activation polarization of charge transfer. The leading O 2 diffusion is shown to determine the P O 2 that would affect the subsequent charge transfer. With this P O 2 as the linking parameter, polarizations of concentration and activation are coupled. The conventional EIS technique in conjunction with the He-O 2 shift method is employed to experimentally separate R conc from R tot . This allows for the attainment of i L , which is used as a fixed value for subsequent simulations and verification of the model by fitting R conc -i data. The obtained i o and i o ‫ء‬ share an almost identical activation energy at a higher level, indicating a strong temperature-dependent charge-transfer process. The i o ‫ء‬ and x ‫ء‬ obtained by solving the nonlinear equation ͑Eq. 9͒ with the act -i data set and the predetermined i L are also applied to calculate tot using Eq. 10. The excellent agreement between the measured and calculated values favorably confirms the proposed polarization model. The model is more suitable for a broader range of current density. Overall, the cathode performance of the Siemens/ Westinghouse cathode-supported SOFCs is mainly dominated by oxygen diffusion, especially at higher current density for temperatures greater than 900°C, below which it is largely limited by the charge-transfer polarization. Figure 10 . ͑Color online͒ Total polarization of cathode as a function of current density at four different temperatures along with nonlinear leastsquare fittings using Eq. 10 ͑solid lines͒ and Eq. 10Ј ͑dotted lines͒ as the models.
